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Abstract—Reconfigurable arrays combine the benefit of spatial
execution, typical of hardware solutions, with that of programma-
bility, present in microprocessors. When mapping software
applications (or parts of them) onto hardware, however, fine-grain
arrays, such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), often
provide more flexibility than is needed, and do not implement
coarser-level operations efficiently. Therefore, coarse grained
reconfigurable arrays (CGRAs) have been proposed to this aim.
Most CGRA design emerged in research present ad-hoc solu-
tions in many aspects; in this paper we propose an architectural
template to enable design space exploration of different possible
CGRA designs. We called the template expression-grained re-
configurable array (EGRA), as its ability to generate complex
computational cells, executing expressions as opposed to single
operations, is a defining feature. Other notable EGRA characteris-
tics include the ability to support heterogeneous cells and different
storage requirements through various memory interfaces. The
performed design explorations, as shown trough the experimental
data provided, can effectively drive designers to further close the
performance gap between reconfigurable and hardwired logic by
providing guidelines on architectural design choices. Performance
results on a number of embedded applications show that EGRA
instances can be used as a reconfigurable fabric for customizable
processors, outperforming more traditional CGRA designs.

Index Terms—Coarse grained reconfigurable architectures
(CGRAs), design space exploration.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECONFIGURABLE (or field-programmable) arrays are
flexible architectures that can perform execution of appli-

cations in a spatial way—much like a fully-custom integrated
circuit—but retain the flexibility of programmable processors
by providing the opportunity of reconfiguration.

The ability to exhibit application-specific features that are
not “set in stone” at fabrication time would suggest reconfig-
urable architectures as particularly good candidates for being in-
tegrated in customizable processors. Unfortunately, other draw-
backs have kept reconfigurable arrays from becoming a largely
adopted solution in that field. Among different factors, the per-
formance and area gap that still exists between reconfigurable
and hardwired logic is certainly one of the most important. The
problem of bridging this gap has been the focus of much re-
search in the last decades, and important advances have been
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made. This paper goes in the direction of decreasing such gap
further.

A walk through related historical background will help
stating this paper’s aims and contributions. In the earliest exam-
ples of reconfigurable architecture such as the programmable
logic array (PLA), mapping of “applications” (Boolean for-
mulas in sum-of-product form) is immediate. In fact, each gate
in the application is mapped in a 1-to-1 fashion onto a single
gate of the architecture [see Fig. 1(a)].

However, this organization does not scale as applications to
be mapped get more complex. For this reason, complex pro-
grammable logic devices (CPLDs) and field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) instead use elementary components—PLAs
themselves, or look up tables—as building blocks, and glue
them with a flexible interconnection network. Then, program-
ming one cell corresponds to identifying a cluster of gates in
the Boolean function representation [see Fig. 1(b)]. Introducing
this additional level is a winning architectural choice in terms
of both area and delay.

An orthogonal step was the introduction of higher granularity
cells [see Fig. 1(c)]. Fine grain architectures provide high flexi-
bility, but also high inefficiency if input applications can be ex-
pressed at a level coarser than boolean (e.g., as 32-bit arithmetic
operations). Coarse grain reconfigurable arrays (CGRAs) pro-
vide larger elementary blocks that can implement such applica-
tions more efficiently, without undergoing gate-level mapping.

A variety of CGRA architectures exist (see Section II) but the
process of mapping applications to current CGRAs is usually
not very sophisticated: a single node in the application interme-
diate representation gets mapped onto a single cell in the array
(again, 1-to-1 mapping). Instead, the architecture we propose in
this paper [see Fig. 1(d)] employs an array of cells consisting
of a group of arithmetic logic units (ALUs) with customizable
capabilities. We consider this the moral equivalent of the evo-
lution from single-gate cells to lookup table (LUT)-based ones
observed in the fine grain domain.

We call this complex, coarse grained cell RAC (reconfig-
urable ALU cluster), and the architecture that embeds it expres-
sion-grain reconfigurable architecture (EGRA). The first idea
explored in this paper is therefore a mesh of RACs, as shown in
Fig. 1(d). This is described and evaluated in Section III.

As a second step we consider the EGRA at the architecture
level and focus our attention on the mesh. Again we make a
parallel with historical background through Fig. 2. Reconfig-
urable architectures’ design evolved at the mesh level also, as
FPGA meshes changed from a homogenous sea of logic ele-
ments [as in Fig. 2(a)] to complex heterogenous arrays, embed-
ding dedicated hardwired blocks for memory storage and for
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Fig. 1. Parallel between the evolution of fine-grained architectures’ cells from
simple gates to FPGAs’ LUTs (a and b), and the evolution of CGRAs’ cells
from single ALUs to RACs, proposed here (c and d).

specific computations [as in Fig. 2(b)]. The presence of dedi-
cated memory and computational blocks boost FPGAs perfor-
mance for certain classes of applications [like digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP)]. Moreover, including local memory elements
into custom functional units has been shown to be beneficial by
previous studies on automatic identification of instruction-set
extensions [1]. Starting from these assumptions, we improve
on the homogeneus EGRA instance studied in Section III and
represented in Fig. 2(d), investigating the benefits of integrated
storage and multiplication units inside the EGRA [see Fig. 2(e)].
This is studied and evaluated in Section IV.

Heterogeneity indeed introduces non-obvious benefits: if the
EGRA is able to execute all operations in a loop (memory loads,
arithmetic calculations, and memory stores) it is possible to go
beyond the customizable processor model, and to offload execu-
tion control to the accelerator in order to aggressively pipeline
the loop [2]. Therefore, still in Section IV, we outline the de-
sign of a control unit that efficiently supports the execution of
modulo-scheduled loops.

As a third step we explore memory interfaces. Local memory
can be interfaced in a variety of configurations, and different
solutions have been proposed in CGRA research project as well
as commercial FPGAs, sometimes with different solutions co-
existing on the same architecture [as in Fig. 2(c)]. We make the
same step in EGRA evolution [see Fig. 2(f)] and study EGRA
memory interface in Section V.

The three studies that are carried out in the paper (cell level,
heterogeneus architecture level, and heterogeneous memory in-
terface level) have in common a strong focus on design-space

exploration. In order to understand the tradeoffs involved at the
three design levels we do not propose a single array implemen-
tation that are solely the result of the designer’s expertise; rather,
the EGRA enables a systematic and comparative study, by virtue
of it being a template [3], [4] from which a number of architec-
tural instances can be derived—either generic, or tailored to im-
plement the computational kernels of a particular benchmark.
The case studies presented throughout the paper use this ap-
proach to show how scratchpad memories, arithmetic clusters
and multipliers offer together enough flexibility to implement a
wide variety of kernels.

To sum up, in this paper we propose a new architecture, the
EGRA; we investigate its design at the cell, array, and memory
interface level; and finally, we explore its possibilities by evalu-
ating and comparing several different instances of the template.
Ultimately, this work can then be seen as an explorative step to-
wards the design of an efficient, compact accelerator, that can
be reconfigured to suit a wide range of applications.

Our contributions are as follows.
• We envision a new design for the combinational part of

coarse grain reconfigurable arrays. The RAC, the complex
cell at the heart the EGRA’s arithmetic, supports efficient
computation of entire subexpressions, as opposed to single
operations. In addition, RACs can generate and evaluate
branch conditions and be connected either in a combina-
tional or a sequential mode.

• We describe a template architecture for heterogeneous
CGRA design, accommodating different types of com-
putational element and local storage of data, and able to
execute modulo scheduled computational kernels. EGRA
instances can be derived to perform different design space
explorations: we apply it in this paper at three different
level, to investigate clustered computational cells, hetero-
geneous meshes, and memory interfaces.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
acknowledges related work in the field. Section III details the
structure of the EGRA’s RAC and presents synthesis results for
different instances of the architecture. Section IV introduces the
heterogeneous array, describing the different types of cells em-
ployed and how they operate to execute pipelined computational
kernels; Section V explores different interfaces for local storage
of data, giving tradeoffs between complexity of the memory
structure and achieved speed-up of applications.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past years, several CGRAs have been proposed [5]. The
definition is broad, and includes designs that differ widely even
in the very “coarseness” of the cell. For example, the cell will
usually implement a single execution stage, but may also include
an entire execution unit (rapid [6]) or can even be a general
purpose processor (RAW [7]).

The work that most resembles the proposed RAC structure
is probably the flexible computational component proposed by
Galanis [8] which, while targeted more specifically to DSP ker-
nels, is similar to the RAC in size and set of allowed operations.
However, the authors do not present an exploration method-
ology to explain quantitively their choices.
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ADRES [2], [9] also features a complex VLIW cell. Even
though it lacks the ability to perform multistage computations
within a cell, it features strong instruction-level parallelism ca-
pabilities that can be exploited by the compiler through software
pipelining.

The architectural choices that drove the above-mentioned de-
signs are usually the result of the designer’s expertise, more
than of systematic, quantitative exploration of the design space.
Therefore, the resulting designs have a fixed structure. Even
when some flexibility is present (as in ADRES or Rapid), re-
sults for exploration are presented only for high-level cycle-base
exploration, or not given at all. The work of Bouwens [10] is
somehow an exception as it demonstrates design space explo-
ration at the synthesis level for the ADRES architecture. How-
ever, it focuses on CGRA high level topology, without investi-
gating the structure and coarseness of the processing elements
as done here.

Our cell design is inspired by the Configurable Computation
Accelerator (CCA) structure proposed by Clark [11]. The CCA
is used as a standalone accelerator, while we replicate it in a
mesh structure. Also, we introduced several other novel aspects,
such as the ability to build combinational functions from mul-
tiple CCAs, and support for if-conversion. For the latter, we use
a peculiar “flag” design that is inspired by the program status
word of a microprocessor and more powerful than the carry
chains available in many reconfigurable architectures (for ex-
ample, Stretch [12]).

Most CGRAs (as, for example, Morphosys [13] and MORA
[14]) present a homogeneous structure, with identical pro-
cessing elements replicated in a planar arrangement; nonethe-
less some works did investigate heterogeneous CGRAs: Mei
[15] presents some results over multipliers placement over the
ADRES architecture, while PACT-XPP [16] employs two types
of cells with different storage and computation capabilities.
Our work differs from the above-mentioned ones by decou-
pling groups of ALU operations from multiplications and by
separately supporting computations and memory on different
cells of the reconfigurable mesh. Our approach leads to a better
equalization of critical paths over different elements and to a
flexible design space.

A common trait of reconfigurable architectures is the pres-
ence of local storage connected to logic or computational ele-
ments by high-bandwidth lines. StratixII FPGAs from Altera
embed different sized memories to support different require-
ments [17], while in the coarse-grained domain a wide range
of solutions have been proposed: the memory component can
be a small general-purpose scratchpad, as in DREAM [18] and
ADRES [9], or a buffer interface sitting between the computa-
tional cells and the system RAM, as in MorphoSys, which also
implements a small register file local to every cell.

Our proposal differs from DREAM in that scratchpad memo-
ries can be scattered around the array, in the form of specialized
memory cells. By giving the possibility to distribute the memo-
ries on the array, we limit their input/output (I/O) requirements
(number of ports). Furthermore, we can reuse the array inter-
connect as a data/address bus, removing the need for a separate
connection between the computational and storage elements of
the array. The proposed EGRA template can store values at three

hierarchical levels: inside the cells, in specialized memory cells
and in a multiported scratchpad outside the mesh; this flexibility
allows for data to be stored and retrieved efficiently and for
novel comparative studies, like the one presented in Section V,
to be performed.

III. RAC ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the investigation of the EGRA at the cell
level: it describes the RAC, its function and the exploration and
evaluation of various RAC instances. More details on this part
can be found in [3].

A. Cell Architecture

The RAC datapath consists of a multiplicity of ALUs, with
possibly heterogeneous arithmetic and logic capabilities, and
can support efficient computation of entire subexpressions, as
opposed to single operations. As mentioned in Section II, it is in-
spired by the CCA proposed by Clark [11]. However, we use this
structure as a replicable element within a reconfigurable array
architecture; this has important consequences. First of all, it
opens up the possibility of creating combinational structures (in
Clark’s design, a CCA has a fixed multicycle latency) chaining
multiple RACs; this favours designs featuring a smaller number
of rows. Furthermore, it removes the limit on the number of in-
puts and outputs, because a pipelining scheme [19] can be used
to move data in and out of the array; this allows scheduling of
more complex applications and consequently higher gains.

ALUs are organized into rows (see Fig. 3) connected by
switchboxes. It is important to have flexible routing between
ALUs on neighbouring rows, because subexpressions extracted
from typical embedded applications often have complex con-
nections that are not captured well by simpler topologies. This
organization allows the usage of a simple array topology (as
described in Section IV) without incurring high penalties on
place-and-route.

The inputs of the RAC (see again Fig. 3) are taken from the
neighboring cells’ outputs, from the outputs of the cell itself,
or (optionally) from a set of constants; the inputs of the ALUs
in subsequent rows are routed from the outputs of the previous
rows or again from the constants.

The number of rows, the number of ALUs in each row and
the functionality of the ALUs is flexible and can be customized
by the designer. In fact, they constitute the exploration level
explained in Section III-B.

The number and size of the constants is also defined at ex-
ploration time. The value of the constants, instead, is part of
the configuration bitstream and can be different for each cell. If
the datapath is wider than the constants, their value is sign-ex-
tended.

Being a reconfigurable design, the processing element in-
cludes not only a datapath, but also a context memory, which
stores a number of possible configuration words and can be pro-
grammed according to the desired functionality of the cell at
configuration time.

As in other CGRAs, the basic processing element of our cell
design is an ALU. Unlike in the fine grain domain, it is not pos-
sible to define a generic component that can implement arbi-
trary functions, as is the case of the PLD or the LUT. There-
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Fig. 2. Parallel between the evolution of fine-grained architectures’ meshes from homogenous to heterogenous (a–c), and the evolution of CGRAs’ meshes to the
EGRA proposed here (d–f).

Fig. 3. Datapath of the RAC.

fore, expressions are realized in our architecture by clustering

TABLE I
LIST OF SUPPORTED OPCODES

more than one elementary unit (ALU) in one cell. Four types of
ALUs can be instantiated. The simplest one is able to perform
bitwise logic operations only; the other three add respectively a
barrel shifter (with support for shifts and rotates), an adder/sub-
tractor, and both the shifter and adder. The list of operations in
a full-featured unit is in Table I.

Each operation can generate three 1-bit flags: a zero flag, an
unsigned flag (equivalent to the carry flag of general-purpose
processors), and a signed flag (equivalent to , where

and are the sign and overflow flags). Other conditions
can be tested by complementing the flag, and/or exchanging the
operands of the comparison. Dually, each operation has three
operands, two being 32-bit values and the third being a 1-bit
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TABLE II
DATAPATH AREA AND DELAY FOR DIFFERENT RAC CONFIGURATIONS

value that will be sign- or zero-extended depending on the ALU
opcode.

The third operand can be hardcoded to zero or one, or it can
be taken from another ALU’s output flags, possibly comple-
mented. This gives a total of eight possible flag opcodes, also
listed in Table I.

Flags enable efficient implementation of if-conversion—im-
portant when automatically mapping software representations
onto hardware. In fact, ALUs can act as multiplexers, choosing
one of the two 32-bit inputs based on another ALU’s flags. This
way, cells can evaluate both arms of a conditional, and choose
between the two via a multiplexer.

B. Architectural Exploration

Choosing the configurable architectural features—RAC gran-
ularity, number of constants in a RAC, number of contexts in the
array to mention a few—is not at all an obvious task and should
be guided by performance evaluation. Therefore we define an
exploration level where a number of cell and array features can
be automatically varied and evaluated in different experiments.

Design-space exploration was made feasible by the avail-
ability of a compilation flow that can speedily evaluate many
different design choices, whose implementation is detailed in
[20]. Currently, this compilation flow is available for homoge-
neous arrays only, such as the ones considered in this Section.
For the more complex, heterogeneous arrays considered in the
next two Sections, considerable manual effort was involved in
the mapping process, instead. The flow [20] automatically ex-
tracts graphs from frequently executed loops, graph nodes are
clustered into groups fitting a single RAC (these groups are the
expressions in EGRA), and placed on the array by (optimisti-
cally) considering that no pass-through cell is needed on the
critical path.

The compilation and synthesis flows share a machine descrip-
tion detailing the cell template and the topology of the EGRA.

In order to investigate area and delay figures of the RAC data-
path, we synthesized different versions using Synopsys Design
Compiler and TSMC 90-nm front-end libraries. This has been
instrumental in achieving two goals: on one hand, collected data
is used by the compiler to compute the performance of instruc-
tion set extensions (ISEs) mapped onto the array; additionally,

it gives insights on the efficiency of various EGRA configura-
tions as a digital circuit, both in term of occupied silicon area
and clock speed.

Table II gives area and delay results for different datapath
configurations explored. All numbers refer to a datapath without
embedded constants and with an equal number of ALUs on
every row—neither of these, however, are actual limitations of
a RAC template.

C. Experimental Results

Evaluation of RAC designs. In order to evaluate different
RAC designs, we gathered DFGs from four MiBench [21]
benchmarks using a GCC-based compiler front-end. The
graphs were then automatically tested with 872 different RACs
configurations, employing RACs of one to three rows; the
largest one had five ALUs on the first row, four ALUs on the
second, and two on the third. The register file bandwidth is
limited to two reads and one write; higher bandwidth values
would yield higher speedups.

The two audio benchmarks rawcaudio and rawdaudio, per-
forming respectively ADPCM encoding and decoding, only use
one context because a single ISE is identified by the compiler.
The two crypto benchmarks des and sha use four.

Estimated clock cycle savings are plotted in Figs. 4–7.
Speedup is calculated as follows:

speedup

where is the number of times the ISE is executed, is
the latency of the ISE on the EGRA, and is the cost of ex-
ecuting the ISE without custom instructions (both measured in
clock cycles). Because is integer and bounded by ,
the plotted speedups can take only a few discrete values, as ob-
served in the figures.

The obtained maximum-speedup Pareto points RACs (see
Fig. 8) present three to five ALUs arranged in two rows. It is
interesting to note that, despite the similarity between the de-
sign of RAC and CCA, these RACs are much smaller than the
CCA examples presented by Clark [11]. This is because Clark
conceived a single CCA as an accellerator, while we use a RAC
as a tile of a reconfigurable array, and therefore portions of code
to be accelerated are mapped on multiple RACs.
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Fig. 4. Speedups obtained by 872 RAC configurations on rawcaudio.

Fig. 5. Speedups obtained by 872 RAC configurations on rawdaudio.

Evaluation of EGRA versus CGRA. To further investigate
RACs’ architectures, we compared EGRA meshes versus a
more traditional CGRA; i.e., the use of Clusters of ALUs as
array cells, as opposed to using a single ALU. The latter solu-
tion has been proposed by the vast majority of CGRA designs
like, among others, Morphosys [13] and ADRES [9]. Fig. 9
gives an example of the resulting mapping in the rawdaudio
case using the interconnection scheme described in Section IV.

We mapped computational kernels from rawdaudio, raw-
caudio and sha benchmarks. For each kernel, three experimental
settings were considered: 1-ALU meshes, meshes composed
by best performing RACs from the given kernel and meshes
composed by the “generic” RAC described in Fig. 8(d); this last
case being considered to avoid over-tuning of the cell design.
Moreover, we also compared execution time on corresponding
FPGA implementations as a baseline configuration.

As shown in Table III, RAC leads to faster execution on all
three computational kernels, even when a generic RAC struc-
ture is considered. Area penalty is not huge, and in some cases,
as in rawcaudio, complex cells even lead to a smaller imple-
mentation, due to the smaller number of cells needed to map
the kernel (as each cell is able to execute more than one op-
eration). As expected, CGRA and EGRA implementations are
much faster than FPGA ones (up to 6 ), as coarse-grained cells
constitute a more efficient fabric to map computational kernels
derived from software applications.

IV. EGRA ARRAY ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the investigation of the EGRA at the
array level: it describes the EGRA heterogeneous mesh and ar-

Fig. 6. Speedups obtained by 872 RAC configurations on des.

Fig. 7. Speedups obtained by 872 RAC configurations on sha.

chitecture, the coexistence of various types of cells (RACs, mul-
tipliers, memories) and their performance, and the ability to per-
form modulo scheduling. More details on this part can be found
in [4].

The EGRA structure is organized as a mesh of cells of three
different types: RACs, memories, and multipliers (see Fig. 10).
The number and placement of cells for each type is part of the
architecture parameter space. As such, it is decided at design
time and can vary for different instances of the EGRA. Cells
are connected using both nearest-neighbor connections and hor-
izontal-vertical buses, with one such bus per column and row of
the array. External to the mesh, a control unit orchestrates ex-
ecution over the EGRA and a multiported scratchpad memory
can be instantiated (see Section V).

Every EGRA cell present an I/O interface, identical for all
cell types, a context memory, and a core, that implements the
specific functionality of the cell.

The interface part takes care of the communications between
cells, and between each cell and the control unit. It is in charge of
connecting the datapath with the outside of the cell by sending
inputs to the datapath, providing values from the registers and
the datapath to the neighbors, and placing them on the row-
column buses if requested.

The context memory is where cells store their configuration;
depending of the cell type (RAC, memory, multiplier) the word
size and format of the context memory will vary. For example,
multipliers have a fixed-function unit, and consequently the con-
figuration word only has to specify the routing of data for the
interface part.
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Fig. 8. RAC design of the maximum-speedup Pareto point configuration, for: (a) rawdaudio; (b)rawcaudio; (c) crypto benchmarks (des, sha); (d) all four bench-
marks.

Fig. 9. Manual place-and-route of rawdaudio, for two cell designs. (a) RACs as in Fig. 8(a). (b) Each RAC only has one ALU. Straight arrows represent nearest
neighbor connections, angled arrows refer to bus lines.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF PLACED AND ROUTED KERNELS ON EGRA INSTANCES

Each cell can store several configuration word, so that the
entire array can hold several contexts; the number of contexts is
also part of the architectural specification that is given at design-
time. Each context is composed of a configuration word per cell;
the control unit can activate a different context on every clock
cycle.

The rest of the cell is the actual implementation of the data-
path and/or storage. For memory cores, this also include an ad-
dress generation unit, so that multiple arrays can be mapped in
the same memory cell in different areas; different data widths
are supported (from 4- to 32-bit accesses) and are selected at
reconfiguration time, while memory size is instead specified at
design time.

A. Control Unit

The control unit is explicitly designed to support modulo
scheduling [22], a software pipelining technique that increases
inter-iteration parallelism and cell utilization by allowing dif-
ferent iterations of the loop to partially overlap.

Modulo-scheduled loops present a prologue part, an iterated
steady state part and an epilogue part. The host processor com-
municates the desired number of iterations to the accelerator.
The control unit’s program counter is incremented on every
clock cycle until it completes the prologue and the first iteration
of the steady state, then it loops back at the start of the steady
state (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 10. EGRA instance example: a 5� 5 mesh with 15 RACs, 6 memory cells,
and 4 multipliers.

Fig. 11. EGRA control unit, storing control words for two kernel executions.
The proper word is communicated to the cells at each clock cycle.

On every clock cycle, one or more input or output values must
be exchanged between the processing elements of the acceler-
ator. To this end, several control signals are distributed to the
cells at every clock cycle: the id of the context being executed, a
per-cell bit to disable cells stuck in a pipeline bubble, a write-en-
able signal for memory cells. In addition, each row in the control
unit specifies one cell output that is connected to the processor
data bus, so that scalar outputs can be communicated back to the
host processor.

The control unit is generated according to the instance’s ar-
chitectural parameters, leading to a small and efficient design.

Some conditions must be verified for a loop to be mapped on
the array, the most stringent of them is that the number of it-
erations must be known before the loop starts; this condition is
usually met for kernels in the embedded systems domain. Loops
must also employ only operations supported by the instance el-
ements (for example, no multiplications are allowed if no multi-
pliers are instantiated). Finally, resources must not be overused;
this last constraint is in fact less hard then it seems, as for ex-
ample memory footprint can be lowered by software transfor-
mations like loop tiling.

B. EGRA Operation

The EGRA can be set in two operational modes: DMA mode
and execution mode. DMA mode is used to transfer data in
bursts to the EGRA, and is used both to program the cells (in-
cluding the output registers) and to read/write from scratchpad
memories. These operations take advantage of the full bandwith
available between the EGRA and the host processor, resulting
in a limited overhead compared to execution time. Scratchpad
memory transfers can happen either around a loop, or at pro-
gram initialization if the scratchpads are used to store read-only
lookup tables.

In execution mode, the control unit orchestrates the data flow
between the cells as explained earlier in this section. It is pos-
sible to interface the EGRA with an extensible host processor,
such as the Tensilica Xtensa, using custom instructions. Most
such processors support variable-latency custom instructions;
in this case, after execution mode is triggered by invoking a
special instruction on the host processor, the host processor can
stall until the loop is completed and the EGRA asserts a “done”
signal. By embedding input and output vectors entirely in
scratchpad memories, a kernel can be run with a single special
instruction, possibly surrounded by DMA transfers.

C. Experimental Results

EGRA instances synthesis and applications kernel mapping.
To analyze the performance of the architecture template mesh,
we implemented and validated a design for the cells and con-
trol unit. We then explored the performance of various EGRA
instances using Synopsys Design Compiler to map them on
TSMC 90 nm front-end cell libraries.

We used loop kernels from seven benchmarks: aifirf (fir
filter), autcor (autocorrelation calculation), fbital (bit allocation
alogorithm), viterb (convolutional packet decoding), fft (Fourier
transform) from the EEMBC automotive and telecommuni-
cations suites [23], rawdaudio (audio decode) from MiBench
[21], life (game of life) from MIT bitwise benchmarks [24].

We choose loops simple enough to be scheduled by hand, and
yet illustrative of applications from different fields and with dif-
ferent memory and computational requirements. For example,
fft requires the highest number of multipliers, viterb makes good
use of multiple memories, while rawdaudio and life include
mostly arithmetic operations.

For each benchmark, a custom-tailored EGRA was designed;
Table IV shows the characteristics of each of these specific
architectures: the number of cells in the array, their type (ALU
clusters, multipliers, or memories), the type of ALU cluster
used, the total amount of memory present in the array, and the
total area and critical path of the design. These architectures
were instrumental in validating the EGRA model and to obtain
initial indications on the EGRA capabilities.

The last row of Table IV shows the characteristics of a generic
EGRA mesh, i.e., an array that was designed so that all bench-
marks kernels analyzed could be mapped onto it. Such array
configuration is actually the one shown in Fig. 10 and consists
in a 5 5 mesh, with an area of 3.7 mm .

To map kernels into specific and generic architectures, we
extracted their most intensive loops; these represented 80% to
99% of the execution time of the whole application in the test
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TABLE IV
CHARACTERISTICS OF EGRAS OPTIMIZED FOR DIFFERENT BENCHMARKS

Fig. 12. Autcor loop kernel DFG: (a) clustering; (b) scheduling; (c) place and
route.

TABLE V
INITIATION INTERVAL (II) AND PARALLELISM ACHIEVED BY LOOP KERNELS

EXECUTING ON THE EGRA

cases considered. We then grouped the arithmetic-logic opera-
tions so that every group could be mapped onto one ALU cluster
cell, and performed modulo scheduling (see Fig. 12). While per-
formed manually in this study, algorithms exist for these steps
to be automated [2], [25].

The effectiveness of the acceleration is heavily dependent on
the degree of parallelism of the benchmarks. This in turn de-
pends on the presence of dependencies in the loop, as well as on
the distribution of the different operation types. The amount of
parallelism obtained is shown by the average number of cells or
operations that are active at any clock cycle. This data, and the
initiation interval (II) obtained in each mapping, is summarized
in Table V.

Speedups of EGRA-accelerated execution. To obtain
speedups of EGRA-accelerated execution, as opposed to

Fig. 13. Speedup obtained on custom-tailored and generic EGRA instances
executing benchmark kernels.

microprocessor-only, we ran each benchmarks through Sim-
pleScalar/ARM, tuned to simulate an XScale processor with
a 750 MHz clock.1 We then compared the number of cycles
needed to run the kernels on the XScale, with those needed
on various EGRA architectures. Fig. 13 shows the speedup
obtained by running benchmarks on a processor powered either
with the application-specific EGRAs of Table IV (labeled
specific) or with the generic one of Fig. 10.

As it can be observed, speedups as high as 16 can be ob-
tained on the application-specific architecture. Speedups on the
generic architectures are lower for benchmarks that do not need
multiplications because of the higher clock cycle. These results
indicate that a pipelined multicycle multiplier could improve the
speedups for this particular experimental setting, and is an ex-
ample of the architectural studies that can be carried out using
the EGRA template.

For three specific kernels, fbital, autcor and aifirf, we addi-
tionally compared the architectures of Table IV with limited
ones, in order to assess the advantage provided by the character-
istics of the EGRA. In particular, we substituted ALU clusters
with single-ALU cells, and avoided the usage of memory cells.
The former shows the advantages of evaluating whole expres-
sions in a cell as opposed to single operations; the latter causes
all communication to go through the host processor and assesses
the benefit of embedding memory in the array.

The results, plotted in Fig. 14, show that both ALU clusters
and scratchpad memories are beneficial to increase speedups
on benchmark applications. In the absence of those, the net
speedup can result in a slowdown due to the higher critical

1An XScale executes a multiplication in three cycles, and the latency of a
multiplier in our design is approximately 4 ns, which correspond to 250 MHz.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of speedups obtained by EGRAs with different charac-
teristics: fully-featured instances, single-ALU instances, and EGRAs without
embedded memories.

path of the EGRA. On the other hand, the two features are
substantially orthogonal. Clustered cells have the advantage
of allowing complex operations to be executed in a single
clock cycle; complementarily, memory-capable EGRAs fare
better compared to memory-less templates thanks to the par-
allelization of load/store operations on different scratchpads.
Therefore, depending on the benchmark, either or both features
can improve the speedups obtained by the EGRA. This is true
either when kernels are mapped to custom-tailored instances or
to the generic one represented in Fig. 10.

V. EGRA MEMORY INTERFACE

This section presents the investigation of the EGRA at the
memory interface level: it describes the various interfaces that
can be implemented by the EGRA template, and their explo-
ration and performance.

A. Memory Architecture

As discussed in Section II, an aspect of paramount importance
in designing an efficient accelerator is the implementation of its
storage requirements. The EGRA template enables exploration
of different solutions: a data register is provided at the output
of computational cells, memory cells can be scattered around
the array (an approach similar to the PACT-XPP architecture
[16]), and a scratchpad memory can be instantiated outside the
reconfigurable mesh (as has been proposed by DREAM [18]).
Memory solutions can be freely mixed to better suite require-
ments, and comparative studies can be carried out with different
loads.

Different memory instantiations are better suited for different
tasks, as registers of computational cells are usually employed
to pipeline computation, while memory cells and the external
scratchpad can store input/output data array and intermediate
results. Data can be either read-only during execution, imple-
menting LUT or substitution boxes, or it can be writable by
computational elements as directed by the control unit, which
drives the write-enable and read-enable signals according to its
control word during loops. Data can be exchanged from and to
the host system around execution via DMA transfers.

Both memory cells and the scratchpad are configurable in size
and supported addressing modes (from 4 to 32 bits), and can

store both signed and unsigned values. The scratchpad can have
between one and four read-write ports. Multiple arrays can be
placed in a single memory block by providing base addresses
in the memory control word. This strategy streamlines the in-
terface towards the computational cells, as only the index of the
required data is to be presented to the memory, which transforms
it according to its configuration to obtain the local memory ad-
dress. At every clock cycle, sources for array index and data
inputs, as well as addressing mode and base address, can be
changed as needed by the mapped application.

B. Architectural Exploration

To evaluate design choices on test cases, we further in-
vestigated kernel mapping of the applications described in
Section IV-C. For each kernel, ad-hoc EGRA instances were
designed, presenting different memory structures: either
memory cells scattered around the mesh, or a single scratchpad
with a number of read and write ports between one and four.
The architectural choices, along with the data-flow graph de-
pendencies of the kernels, determine the II (Initiation Interval)
achievable by modulo scheduling kernels iteration, as they limit
the number of loads and stores being performed in a single
clock cycle. Table VI summarizes the number and type of
employed cells, as well as resulting II of mapped computational
kernels; it also shows resulting area and loop initiation time of
the configurations.

Figs. 15 and 16 plot the occupied silicon area of the instances
and their performance, expressed in time used to execute a
kernel loop iteration, the latter being calculated by multiplying
the maximum operational clock frequency and the loop II. The
two graphs, therefore, represent the costs and benefits of the
architectural choices.

A number of insights can be derived by analyzing the results.
The area cost of adding ports depends on two factors: the area
of the memory itself and that of the computational cells used to
provide the indexes to access memory locations. Memory area
in turn is affected by memory size and by the number of cells it
is connected to, the second factor impacting the width of multi-
plexers connecting data to and from the mesh. Port addition is,
for example, particularly costly in the life case, that employs a
quite large memory (1 kB) and mesh. Required computational
elements tend to increase as the number of ports grow, if mul-
tiple indexes are needed to address the memory ports with max-
imum parallelism, as in the case or the life benchmark; on the
other hand, the autcor benchmark requires one more cell when
a single ported scratchpad is considered to store an intermediate
result lacking two simultaneous reads.

Adding memory ports to the scratchpad memory speeds up
execution as long as memory accesses are the bottleneck of the
system; after that point, the added memory ports present no ex-
ecution time benefit (actually, the critical path worsens slightly
due to increased circuitry complexity); in the examples pro-
vided, going from three to four ports was detrimental on all test
cases.

Confronting memory-cells based instances and scratchpad
based ones shows how different kernels are better suited to dif-
ferent strategies: kernels presenting a high number of accesses
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TABLE VI
SCRATCHPAD AND MEMORY-CELLS BASED EGRA INSTANCES CHARACTERISTICS AND ACHIEVED PERFORMANCE ON BENCHMARK KERNELS

Fig. 15. Area occupation of EGRA instances used to execute the benchmark
kernels.

to small data arrays benefit from the parallelism offered by
multiple memory cells like in the viterbi kernel, while bigger
data collections are better supported by an external memory.
Adding multiple ports to the scratchpad ultimately offsets the
benefit of scattering the memory in most benchmarks, but with
an increased area cost of the resulting array.

Fig. 16. Kernel iteration execution time of benchmark application over EGRA
instances.

Even if memory cells and multiported scratchpads are com-
paratively studied in this work, EGRA instances can freely
mix them, as the implementation of the MIT-bitwise histogram
kernel shows. The kernel presents a small LUT array and a
bigger data array; the former naturally fits in memory cell,
while the latter is better placed in the scratchpad memory.
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Characteristics and performance of this configuration can be
found in the last row of Table VI.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the EGRA, and we outlined
different ways to explore the design space of this architectural
template. The EGRA template features complex cells’ design
(RACs), various modes of memories implementations and effi-
cient support for modulo-scheduled loops, enabling designers to
investigate design choices at multiple levels of the architectural
hierarchy. Given the EGRA parametric nature, embodied in its
machine description, different design aspects can be speedily
evaluated, as the machine description parameters provide a
simple, unified interface for EGRA instances generations.

The EGRA flexibility was exploited in this paper to investi-
gate performance of complex RACs, showing how they outper-
form simpler ones on a set of embedded system benchmarks;
its support of heterogeneous cells is instrumental in developing
instances mapping whole computational kernels; finally, its ca-
pability to instantiate multiple memory types gives insights on
tradeoffs in implementing storage requirements.

The EGRA template can be further expanded to accommo-
date other kinds of fixed-function units, and to include layout
considerations. For example, irregular mesh topologies could
be devised automatically in the presence of different-size pro-
cessing elements.

The evolution of coarse-grained architectures should not
happen in isolation; in particular, the support of an auto-
mated mapping methodology of computational kernels onto
architectural instances is a research issue presenting a natural
complementarity to the present work, and it will be the focus
of our future research.
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